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Peppa Pig, Suzy Sheep, and all of their friends take a trip on a great big train! They have to spot

different items outside along the way--but where will the train take them at the end? This board book

story is based on the hit animated TV show, as seen on Nick Jr.!
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My daughter loves Peppa Pig books but doesn't love this one. It doesn't make a ton of sense. For

example, Peppa and friends are riding on the train saying "I see this or that" such and you can't see

any of those things in the picture. Could easily be much better with some illustration changes!

Peppa is the bomb in our house (even with my boys) and the train book addresses things like

observing( the animals are given a checklist) counting and friendship. We love peppa pig and it's a

fun book

I bought this book for my 2.5 yo boy, who loves both Peppa Big and trains. It is based on a cartoon

episode, formerly available online and then disappeared, so I knew the story.The story in the book

leaves out a fun part of the plot, probably due to issues of lenght: Pedro repeatedly loses his ticket,

and then, when he feels a little sick, he gets to drive the train for a little.The pictures are lovely and



colorful, the cardboard pages are sturdy enough to resist some rough two-yo-treatment.At the

bottom of the even pages, a little train with an increasing number of coache lets you get into

counting with your child.What fun to count coaches for a little boy!

Adorable gift for my birthday boy! He's going to love it.

Love it! Good quality!

cute book

My son loves this book; it's one of his favorites!

Grandson loves these books Good quality
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